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This publication marks and documents 

the 2017 residency and exhibition at the 

Art House of gobscure, a project which 

challenges the institutional narratives of 

psychiatry, and encourages debate about 

how we talk with each other about mental 

health and mental distress (gobscure is the 

working name used by the artist, writer and 

performer and the persona through which he 

elects to make work).

In this project, gobscure has realised a long-

held ambition to create work in response 

to the padded cell and artefacts from 

Wakefield’s Mental Health Museum. His 

aspiration dates from before I first met the 

artist in 2010, and in developing a major 

residency project, The Art House has been 

able to support his vision. 

 

gobscure has produced a number of new 

works as artist-in-residence - texts, 

drawings, photographs and installations 

– as well facilitating many more with the 

participants in an ‘Unreliable Narrator Tour’, 

visiting the former West Riding Pauper 

Lunatic Asylum and the Mental Health 

Museum. In doing so, gobscure has promoted 

the open discussion about the relationships 

between institutions, art and mental health 

through city planning, architecture, museum 

collections and exhibited objects. 

Throughout this process, he has worked 

with and supported artists with their own 

disparate experiences, doing so with 

generosity and humour, creating individually 

and collectively a complex, rewarding and 

challenging body of work. The whole project 

has been brought together in the exhibition 

‘Nudging Meteors’ and in this publication. 

We are very grateful to gobscure for his 

commitment, candour and insight.

introduction
shân edwards
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change makers
hannah kayi mason (curator)

‘If you don't like something, change it. If you 

can't change it, change your attitude.’ 

We all know this quote from the wonderful 

Maya Angelou (and if you didn’t you do now) 

but how many of us actively do something 

about the changes we want to see in the 

world? The Arts Council, England, devised the 

Change Makers Programme ‘to help diversity 

flourish within England’s arts and cultural 

sector, from its senior leadership and creative 

talent to the artistic work being produced.’1 

Investing in creative practitioners across 

the country from a variety of art forms, we 

have individually devised projects to respond 

to the programme’s aims, meaning that 

the arts have more chance to reflect the 

demographics of our society.

Part of my individual Change Makers project 

gives me the gift of working with wonderful 

artists like gobscure. I have the privilege 

of having gobscure as a role model. He 

teaches me how to see the world differently, 

authentically and humorously everyday. His 

work is testament to the power of activism 

mixed with love and honesty. gobscure has 

been making change for years and will be 

making change for many more to come. This 

year I have been lucky to be able to spend 

time with him and share the results of his 

residency with you now. 

The Change Makers funding is supporting 

twenty National Portfolio Organisations or 

Major Partner Museums to host training 

placements for disabled and Black minority 

ethnic leaders (the Change Makers) from 

across the country with bursaries. Abid 

Hussain, Director of Diversity at ACE said 

“Through our Change Makers programme, 

these twenty disabled and BME leaders will 

have an inspiring and transformational 

opportunity to realise their leadership 
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potential, giving them the 

confidence and the experience 

to take their next step into a 

senior leadership role, helping 

to shape the future of our 

sector." 

Leading on projects, and 

supported by tailored 

development programmes, I 

and my fellow Change Makers 

are gaining ‘the relevant 

experience, knowledge, skills 

and confidence needed to 

compete for Artistic Director, 

Chief Executive or other 

senior leadership positions 

in the future.’ 2 Critically we are raising our 

profiles and sharing our journeys, which gives 

future potential leaders role models to refer to 

when searching for ‘someone like me’. 

There is no doubt that for ACE, diversity is 

integral to their mission and goals of their 

ten year strategy. The difficulty in tackling a 

lack of representation in the arts is where to 

start. How can we develop programmes, which 

really get to the root causes of the problem? 

According to the Equality Diversity Creative 

Case Data Report 2015-16 nationally 15% of 

the workforce is Black and Minority ethnic 

(BAME) and 19% have some form of disability. 

Yet statistics show that in the sector Chief 

Executives, Chairs of Boards and Artistic 

Directors make up less than 10% from a BAME 

background and shockingly less than 5% have 

a disability.  Programmes like Change Makers 

have the opportunity to challenge systems 

that create the lack of equity and access.

As a Change Maker I have the privilege of being 

part of an incredible supportive and inspiring 

network of twenty people. The sector is going 

to do very well from this programme with the 

wealth of knowledge and expertise the Change 

Makers have. When we see challenges we seek 

to overcome them, if we discover barriers we 

work to break them down and we pledge to 

leave the ladder down for new change makers 

to climb up after us. 

Change Makers know we can’t change other 

people’s attitudes to diversity but we can 

change our attitudes to our own contributions 

to culture and arts. We can celebrate our 

achievements and those of our peers and then 

literally make a song and dance about them.

Notes 1&2: http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/news-and-

jobs/%C2%A346-million-help-diversity-flourish, Accessed 14.9.17
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why greece? its in our blood, our thinking, our 

language.  times hard as teen - but corresponding 

with another such (northern greece), sadly 

long-lost - & our words winging across europe & 

together flowing & flowering - learning ov greek 

poetry / history / theatre / art / resistance - 

touchstones ever since

(gobscure, 2017. stitching petals to lead, ALMA 

ZEVI/ Fokidos, Athens.)

In April 2017, I was proud to curate gobscure’s 

first solo exhibition outside of the UK. stitching 

petals to lead, was hosted by Fokidos, an artist-

run space in Athens. It was an exceptional show: 

the work was challenging, beautiful, varied, and 

yet utterly coherent. The work was mature and 

resolved, without losing spontaneity and the 

artist’s curiosity to explore outside his ‘comfort 

zone’. 

stitching petals to lead was also very well-

received, many people asked ‘why did you 

chose gobscure and how did you find him’? This 

is a frequently asked question at exhibition 

openings, but here there was an extra element 

of curiosity, of startle. That was because 

gobscure has mental health issues. The reaction 

was interesting to me because, as far as I am 

concerned, gobscure has many themes that 

are central to his work, only one of which is 

mental health. I am equally interested in all 

the themes, which range broadly from social 

political activism, poetry, British history, the EU 

and more.  The fixation on mental health felt 

slightly disturbing. 

While artists with mental health issues should 

have their share of the spotlight and equal 

opportunities, I am concerned about the 

potential of fetishization of artists with such 

issues.  Recently, the fetishization, or fashion, 

for female artists, black artists, and ‘old’ artists 

has been equally worrying. I think it is time 

to reject didactic contextualisations such as 

these and instead consider a more formalist 

foundation to appraise or appreciate art. That 

is to say – focusing less on the personal stories 

of the artists or makers, and instead really 

concentrating on the visual output, creative 

content, the narratives within the work. In 

doing so, the viewer or audience is putting 

something of themselves into the work, making 

an effort to relate their personal history to the 

work, rather than feeding off a pre-defined 

meaning or context which comes from the 

artist’s side. 

This fetishization of artists with mental health 

issues automatically annexes these artists, 

‘disqualifying’ them from the Western canon of 

art. It does not allow them to be compared to, 

or put into, the ‘league’ of what are essentially 

Notes on gobscure’s exhibition stitching petals to lead

 (Athens, April – May 2017)

alma zevi 
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their contemporaries and their colleagues.

I hope not to be didactic myself as I briefly 

explain how I came across gobscure’s work. 

I was on the Arts Council website, looking 

for something totally unrelated, when I read 

about the Disability Arts Festival in the ‘recent 

events’ section of the homepage . I have the 

utmost respect for the Arts Council and have 

even be lucky enough to receive funding from 

them in the past, but I 

did find this initiative a 

little odd. Is this not once 

again annexing artists with 

disabilities by reducing 

their identity solely to 

‘disabled’? The first artist 

I saw connected to the 

Disability Arts Festival 

was gobscure, whose film 

seven films about madness 

(2015) was featured. I knew 

absolutely nothing about him, and when I 

watched it I was speechless. I watched it a 

couple more times and felt exhilarated. It is 

very important to say that this wasn't to do 

with gobscure representing mental health 

issues, it was because his work touched me, 

which is the best kind of motivation. After 

watching a few more of his films on vimeo 

and reading on his website, I wrote him an 

email. 

Here is an extract: 'I first came across your 

practice quite recently online, and have been 

really moved and fascinated by your depth, 

wit, and conceptual approach. Your works 

exists in a fine balance between personal 

rhetoric and wider social motives. You have an 

amazingly light touch with very serious and 

important topics, giving your audience space 

to experience your work and concerns in such 

an intimate way. I find your work relevant, 

poetic and so original. I very much hope I will 

have the opportunity to learn more about it. '

I went on in my email to offer him an 

exhibition at Fokidos, an exhibition space in 

Athens run by an extraordinary Greek painter, 

called Sofia Stevi. She has been directing a 

very interesting program over the last few 

years, which has included exhibitions, poetry 

readings, film screenings and more. Sofia 

offered me a wonderful 

slot for an exhibition - the 

beginning of April 2017 

- coinciding perfectly 

with the opening of the 

Documenta 14, which this 

year took place both in 

Kassel and Athens. The 

theme of Documenta this 

year is ‘Learning from 

Athens’, which I chose 

to understand as really 

meaning ‘learning from others’. There are 

lots of questions in this year’s Documenta 

manifesto about the way that society 

operates. All of this provides a suitably fitting 

context of gobscure’s work. 

gobscure appealed in a very natural way to 

both the Greek and international visitors from 

the art world that descended onto the city 

for the opening of Documenta, and attended 

gobscure’s performance and exhibition 

opening. There was a particularly good synergy 

as this year’s Documenta had a strong focus 

on performance art and ephemeral art, not to 

mention the discovery of lesser-known artists 

and a focus on ‘un-commercial’ practices. 

I knew immediately that for the exhibition 

in Athens I wanted to include a screening of 

seven films about madness – gobscure’s most 

resolved film work; a ‘nutcase’ edition, which 
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is his most iconic sculpture; and a performance or 

reading on the opening night, without which his 

performative practice would have been neglected. 

gobscure quickly wrote back to my introductory 

email and we arranged a Skype call, the first of 

many. gobscure was at home in Tyneside with 

his dog, Lyra in the background, me at home in 

Switzerland where gobscure observed the sky 

turning dark over the snow-covered landscape in 

the window 

behind my 

desk. We 

talked about 

lots of things 

– including 

his passion for 

Greece, which 

I had no idea 

about until that point. It was fascinating to hear 

someone have such a passion for somewhere they 

had never been; grown out of reading, discussing 

and thinking on the topic. Later on, in Athens, he 

told me he had had a friend from Thessaloniki who 

visited him in the UK. This enhanced his interest 

in Greek poetry, history and literature. Of course 

as an activist, gobscure also has strong views on 

the Greek social and political climate, which has 

followed carefully for the last ten years. 

Over Skype, he told me about the artworks 

megalph (2017), and stitching petals to lead 

(2016). We also talked about our mutual 

admiration for the Greek artist Jannis Kounellis. 

Indeed, stitching petals to lead is an homage to 

Kounellis’ work – descriptions of it interwoven 

with an autobiographical narrative. It contains 

absurdly beautiful and original visual content, and 

complicates the relationship between images and 

language.  An extract of the Kounellis homage is 

here:

coat wracked in felt

wrecks terrain ov silence

the brawn ov black coats 

chairs undress   except for  

wee crescent ov paint

the blue splintering leg-green 

the inevitable noose 

Kounellis died two days later after our call. 

A weird coincidence. gobscure’s reply to my email 

asking him if he had seen that Kounellis had died 

was this:

i hadnt, no.  will pour a whisky shortly.  such 

amazing work & life!

"Wherever I left my raincoat last night is also 

where I left my housekeys, and my memory of this 

slowly slips away," Kounellis 

love&rage   sean

A prominent part of the exhibition in Athens 

ended up being a suite of drawings made for 

the show, entitled megalph (2017), which is an 

amalgamation of the last and first letters of 

the Greek alphabet (omega and alpha). gobscure 

describes it best: 

greek alphabet aflame with (the) burn ov 

markets - for all victims ov the greek financial 

crises - part ov the ongoing war on the poor. 

This powerful graphic work layers numbers (taken 

from Greek stock market), calligraphic red Greek 

letters of the alphabet, and the artist’s original 

poetry (inspired by Yannis Ritsos). 

Ritsos was another powerful link that I discovered 

between gosbcure and Athens. He is gobscure’s 

favourite poet, and has been an important 

influence for many years. gobscure layered 

Ritsos poems over his own writings in the three 

magnificent charcoal wall drawings made 

especially for the Fokidos exhibition space. The 

astonishing depth – illusionistic, physical, 



linguistic and conceptual – was quite 

unexpected. Visitors were invited by the 

artist to contribute to the wall drawings, 

and in doing so creating an atmosphere that 

was warm and generous, yet also secretive 

and private as most of the ‘messages’ were 

illegible within the dense background of 

charcoal text already laid down by the artist. 

This work characterises well gobscure’s 

compulsive use of language, and prolific 

output as a writer, poet and playwright. He 

says: 'yannis ritsos (greek poet & so much 

more) is a huge touchstone for us.'

The final work I would like to mention is 

some tabloid headlies (2010), which was also 

shown in Athens. This film was produced as 

part of seven weeks of artist-activism under 

the collective banner louder than bombs. 

With its sharp, witty pun for a title, this is 

a profoundly moving video work, embedded 

with multiple messages. It was shown looped 

with seven short films about madness. Below 

is the transcript of the voice-over in the film. 

It speaks for itself. 

so many lies, such little time, where to 

start?  2010 common era here on the 

fringes ov europe - britain - might illustrate 

seeing as how we've had the recession, the 

parliamentary expenses scandal, and the 

elections loom - and all as the hard right rise 

inexorable.  my estate is not a pretty place to 

live right now, being pretty much handed over 

to the deniers of difference, painting out and 

over racist graffiti actually counts as a crime.  

one common, uncommon lie is how britain is 

a small island.  small island?  no, zakynthos is.  

the nazis invading this small greek island in 

1944 ordered a list ov all jews be handed over.  

the mayor and orthodox bishop replied with 

just two names - their own.  meanwhile those 

islanders hid all 275 jewish people for the rest 

ov the war and not one died.   why does no-

one talk of how the andartiko were the most 

successful anti-fascist resistance in europe?  

oh and can this fringe have our landbridge 

back - pretty please?    

There is so much more I would have liked to 

write about gobscure’s work – his reaction 

to globalisation, his poetry, the importance 

of communication, and his sensitivity. We 

are dealing with the antithesis of all that is 

mass-produced, commercial; one needs time 

to engage and to listen to the work. It might 

even help us to listen to ourselves. Indeed, the 

work is deeply personal and perhaps gobscure 

does allow us to start to ‘get to know him’ 

through his work. He exemplifies the idea 

of a self-taught artist, while being far from 

an outsider artist, as he is so incredibly 

well-read and knowledgeable. Notably, 

this does not render his work in anyway 

over-intellectualised. Instead, there is a 

democratic essence in his practice in the way 

that it is available to all through the websites 

vimeo and creative commons. 

With a huge amount of grace, integrity and 

intelligence, gobscure asks how are people 

with disabilities or mental health issues 

portrayed in the media? And how are they 

portrayed as artists? This is important, and 

is by all measures, successfully presented in 

his work. But most importantly of all, it is not 

that being ‘disabled’ defines gobscure. What 

truly defines him is that he is a great, and 

singular artist, with no other justifications or 

conditions needed.
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nudging meteors
gobscure

these daze ov shock & awe where narratives lie broken everywhere – nudging meteors 

offers some brokenword – piecing together love&rage – together we can still rebuild.  

languages (visual / sound / performed / spoken or written)  control or they can free - most 

ov us silenced way too long.   now we are singing – still beating, never beaten … 

           … smile on wakefield is bellybutton this world 

crawl-climb-limp-slither-wheeled outta.  joked previously with friend - whose gift to 

peoples this city is ikebana on sharing her oxygen – our heart again worsening (thanks 

antipsychotic meds!) - this is side effect?  (who broke that narrative!).  sound those oxygen 

machines make!  amplify that sound-art outside - well not noriegas compound anymore 

but boris-hunt-boniface-priti-grayling-mayday-brokenshire-hammond gift 'em sleep 

a hundred years.  wz said thatcher used to sleep four hours a day.  imagine what these 

countries would be like if she’d slept ten hours a day.  another ten+ night-times!  used 

to want pariahment rebuilt greenfields outside tamworth – know now we should insert 

parliarment into merchant gate (aka insanity square) - re-enact sleeping beauties realtime 

- grow roses (welsh?  york-lancs-combi?? roses ov tralee!) around this, evacuating decent 

‘uns first – those govern-mentals bedding down for nice long lie-in - legislative theatre 

courtesy caryl churchill.  wake fields!  time to wake.  to waken.  nudging meteors is a 

broader story - wakefield as grand-zero - a luta continua   

gobscure   summer   2017 c.e.
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 unreliable narrators tour
gobscure
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?seven year ago we found wakefield had a 'creepy 
museum around mental health' –negotiating 
since to get into that padded cell via art house 
(home).  the mental health museum is radically 
changing / rewriting narratives - their manifestos 
beautiful.  

a year past with mad studies north east collective 
(love yu’s all even those no longer with us – there 
should be places in the world for us all) & were 
collectively running this community course & 
one by one folks all say something along lines 
- ‘yep weve been told were unreliable narrators 
too’.  been reclaiming languages ov lunacy a 
previous - so we flip this – oh those poor experts 
by inexperience who claim they know us better 
– is that no delusional?  there something in the 
diagnostic & sadistical manual ov psychiatry for 
them?  kicking around an unreliable narrators 
tour since – aka ‘are we mad? or are we mad/e?’.  
this spring via art materials, refreshments & 
a wee gifted marble artwork (lose it or no) we 
unreliably narrate how environments around 
mess with our minds – cctv, the former west 
riding pauper lunatic asylum – now luxury 
housing (folks live there!), how narratives are 
constructed & we are forced to install a ‘cop in 
the head’ (augusto boals immense phrase) – war 
wz declared against, we are being hollowed out, 
mental distress rocketing – made no mad!  

unreliable narrators tour means time to get 
playful, rewrite narratives, tell more truthful / 
truth-full / truthfuelled stories -  & listen like 
never before - hear some those amazing diverse 
stories around us outta wakefields …  answer 
back top-down narratives conducted over & 
against us 

the original article sometime past signalling this 
museum:

see also  

http://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/mental-

health-medical-model-reclaiming-language-lunacy/

unreliable narrators

On Tuesday 24 and 25 April 2017, artist gobscure 
collaborated with artists and writers with lived 
experience of mental distress on a workshop-
based unreliable narrator tour, as part of his 
reclaiming the languages of lunacy residency at 
The Art House. The collaboration started with a 
performance of 'with added nuts' 

http://gobscure.wixsite.com/withaddednuts

unreliable narrators tour considered and 
challenged institutional narratives of mental 
health and the vocabularies used to tell them, 
through visits to Wakefield Museum, the site of 
the former West Riding Pauper Lunatic Asylum 
– now luxury housing – and the Mental Health 
Museum, Fieldhead Hospital. Developing ideas 
and materials throughout the day, collaborating 
artists had the opportunity to contribute to 
gobscure's exhibition/performance, nudging 
meteors, at the Wakefield Artwalk.



museum of mental health
cara sutherland

“Together we can change the world”. 

That isn’t a new statement, nor is it one that 

can be attributed to any one individual or 

movement. So why did we choose that one 

particular statement as the opening line of 

the Mental Health Museum’s manifesto? 

Now, perhaps more than ever, our modern 

lives need that statement to be true; to 

believe in the hope that untied as one, we 

can join together to combat social inequality, 

prejudice and stigma. 

The Mental Health Museum was coproduced 

with people at the heart of its purpose. 

Early on, those people challenged us to 

consider how we could create an environment 

where multiple experiences would converge 

in the same space. It was then that we 

made the conscious decision to lead with 

the empowering qualities our multi-vocal 

collections had; the objects and stories that 

represent the varied and complex human 

experiences of mental health. We listened to 

the communities of people accessing mental 

health services, their family, their friends, 

carers and the staff working for wellbeing, 

and their voices asked us to be a place 

for debate, not a shrine to the past. They 

encouraged us to be brave and provocative in 

our mission to inspire social change. 

Over the last few decades museums have 

embraced a wellbeing agenda into their 

programmes of activity and play an active 

part in the assertion that they have a 

responsibility to do so.  However, the move 

towards the museum as a social agent has 

not been without its challenges and stigmas, 

from both within and outside the sector. 

Richard Sandell, Professor of Museum Studies 

at Leicester University, summarised these 

challenges as an uncomfortable relationship 

between cultural professionals and the 

assignment of ‘overly social roles; roles that 

are perceived as imposed, extraneous and 

unnecessary.’  Honestly, I have worked in and 

with organisations who have argued ‘we are 

not bloody social workers!’. 

Wellbeing focused activities, programmes for 

“hard to reach” communities and accessible 

collection interpretation have all been seen 

at one point or another as a temporary 

enhancement of services or complimentary 

to mainstream museum provision. Disability 

activism, particularly in the 1980s, 

highlighted the limited approach museums 

took to the research, planning and delivery 

of their services and in particular, the lack 

of consideration to the breadth of disability 
28
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beyond the physical differences that can been 

seen with the eye. 

Museums have arguably relied on sight as a sense 

crucial to their existence and therefore what 

can’t be seen is somehow more complicated or 

perhaps, more uncomfortable to engage with. 

As a result, engagement with mental health, 

homelessness, and life-long illness (to name 

just a few) has been sporadic and in some cases, 

tokenistic. 

Some of the best mental health and wellbeing 

activity I have seen in museums has been 

through artist engagement. More specifically, 

artists working in partnership with museums 

and in collaboration with communities. Art is an 

expression and an existence that often holds a 

mirror up to our world. I believe in the agency 

of art and the license artists hold to confront 

the inequalities, the injustices and the stigma 

in our lives. This can be whispered to us through 

a personal experience we have with art or it can 

be a shout we hear collectively. gobscure’s work 

seems to do both all at the same time. 

My conversations with gobscure have always felt 

like learning, in its purest form; understanding 

something new or better than I did before. We 

have talked about the quiet activism of art 

and we’ve talked about the glorious cultural 

interventions artists and writers have made 

to change perceptions, challenge institutional 

narratives and in some cases shout ‘f*** you!’ 

at an authority who may seek to diminish the 

rights, beliefs and advocacy of people.  

Watching Sean’s interactions with our collections 

and hearing him engage with audiences in 

the museum, is the very essence of why the 

museum exists. As a museum, we are part of 

an establishment and not only should we be 

challenged with alternative narratives and 

readings of our collections, we should be actively 

encouraging outsider communities to do so. As 

a self-stated outsider artist, gobscure holds his 

kaleidoscope up to our eye and asks us to look 

again at the now interchanging refracted images 

of our society, and when we do, we see more of 

ourselves than we did before.  
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unreliable narrators work

Jo Cottam 2017 c.e

Text, print and glitter
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Pauline Heath 2017 c.e (bottom)

Photo montage
Tony Fisher 2017 c.e. (top)

Photography and text



Colin Hambrook 2017 c.e

Text and drawing
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Katie Maria Francis 2017 c.e.

Line drawing and text
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gobscure 2017 c.e. (bottom)

Photography and text
Roseanne Robertson 2017 c.e.(top)

Marble and pencil drawing



Aoife O'Rourke 2017 c.e.

Painting and text
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acheologies. 9'30''. 2017 c.e.

seven year tryin to get into that padded cell – the mental health museum – is that 

no mad? been silenced way too long but now were gettin out – this wee performance 

singin – still beatin, never beaten, still beatin, never beaten, still beatin, never …

stills from acheologies. 9'30''

film
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stills from wordwildewebs. 10'57''

film

wordwildewebs. 10'57''. 2017 c.e.

makin spiders-webs as bairn - back in wakefield we try tyin together all kindsa frag-

ments - new patterns - face it : existin narratives broke. this films warp to acheol-

ogies weft. a considered soundscape outta improvisation in art house (home) studio 

spring 2017 c.e. is accompanied by improvised filmins – is chaos our inability to see 

wider patterns?



For more publications, poetry, prose and performances from gobscure:

https://gobscure.wixsite.com/info 

https://gobscure.wordpress.com

https://yung.cloud/profile/gobscure

http://www.dailymotion.com/gobscure

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gobscure/

With special thanks to Alma Zevi for supporting this publication.
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